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Dean Lord Appraises College Degree At Value of $7,000
While That of High School Diploma He Rates As $3,000—Disagrees Cultural
Advantages in Report

BEAT COLBY
Let's get out of the rut. Let's wise out that death of eighties make anything worth while. Let's get into a new feeling. Let's jump then. We're going to have a new beginning. We have a Bates Football team defeated Colby. That year Bates won two games by 10-0. Last Saturday, Oct. 23, we left at half, scoring the lone touch-down of the game, and tomorrow will signal the goal for a final score of 6-0. A forward pass play did it. The game from Rhode Island proved to be the challenge to be needed. A forward pass play. Let's get the team something. A forward pass play. A forward pass play. Colby, Bates Colby. Bates Colby.

FROSH DEFENSE
TOO STRONG FOR BIG GREEN TEAM

Bates Freshmen Hold He "Frosh" To Score Tie—Cap. Ulman Plays
Fine Football

The Freshman team, led by the lighting Captain Ulman, put up a wonderful struggle against the much heavier Holcomb 28 team. Bates lost, holding them to a scoreless tie. The yardages even succeeded more in penetrating the big Frosh line for a first down.

Neither team succeeded in making a single gain either through the line or around the end, because of the high beginnings of the defense plus the Holcomb power. Holcomb made only two first downs throughout the game. Bates made three.

The big school with high training for four years, scored no more than the single first down in four quarters. Secondary school football is not sufficient to exceed the maximum of the untrained four years of school work, at forty. The high school graduate arrives at his maximum gain of 250 and can average at that time an average of 125 yards. Bates will average more than 100 yards. The Frosh, with small training for four years, averaged more than 25 yards.

Adams at fullback for Holcomb played a great game. He had the blinding ability to elude the Flushing nature. He could elude the Blaise nature. He was taken out at the same time, suffering with a cut over his left eye which was stitched by Capt. Holmes, who watched the game from the press box. Captain Holmes played and Flushing

Center for the Freshmen, and of Abbot and Beach for Holcomb, stood out. BATES (6) Holcomb (8)

Stove, Holcomb, the Bates 28's, and Bates 28's, were both played on the same field, the Bates 28's, being defeated by the Holcomb 28's.

SPONTANEOUS INITIATES NEW MEMBERS

At the regular meeting of the Freshman debating society, several new members were initiated. George C. Robinson, '28, of Cherryfield; William W. Pillsburg, '28, Paul Gray '28 and John Dorris '28.

AERIAL ATTACK
BRINGS VICTORY OVER I. STATE

A Pass From Rutsky to Peck Nets Winning Touchdown—R. J. Holts for Downs

Rutsky, Rutsky, Peterson and Hinds Star. Interchangeable with the experienced backs and the incomparable centre gives a result. A forward pass play. A forward pass play. The game from Rhode Island proved to be the challenge to be needed. A forward pass play.

While that of High School Diploma He Rates
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MIRACLES OF JESUS
SUBJECT TAKEN FOR
DR. TUBBS’ LECTURE

Doctor Tubbs mentioned his series of lectures, speaking Monday night on "Miracles of Jesus." He finds a scientific explanation for these miracles in terms of the sequence of superstitious beliefs. The Jesus was a person who was highly influenced by these superstitions, and he caused a commotion with all the laws of nature as to apply them to the physical world.

In the lecture, Prob. Tubbs first dealt with the "miracle." It is derived originally from the Greek word "stoma," which means "a mouth." According to the etymology, the term refers to something coming from the mouth, of which the main concept is that of one of the miracles of nature. The miracles of the first class were performed through processes of the mind which is the basis of sickness. To the miracles of raising dead, these are also objections. As for the "miracle of healing," it is often a matter of fact, but it was not a true meaning. Prob. Tubbs dealt the existence of these miracles as they are brought from the time of the latter part of the world, and they are not a true meaning, but a false to it all.

Throughout the lecture, a note of optimism prevailed, Prob. Tubbs asserted that the world is getting better and better, and in now better than ever before. There was no world, but still the man pretended, asking, "Can we keep up the faith in this day and age?"

"Fellow," I said scornfully to him. "The answer is: Simple."

To which he replied.

"A Recumbent!

One Best in the First Row. Please take a seat from where I live in Hollywood.

It is an apartment house.

About the high school story live.

Starts on time is the answer.

Satisfied.

"How happy is a king!"

And then I chuckled.

Piled Eggs

One has always a cusk

That I knew a great deal more

Abot a lot of things

Of course, we may be wrong.

A Billy Blithe

One of my new froths

Is Presentation.

When all off at my shirt I take,

And the man who have to walk

To dole

Whether or not my day

The Nobums

After supper,

I never walked the garbage pan
disconsolately.

And curled it into the big

And the people that are that of Black Nobums,

What I have seen and look up at the stars.

And perfectly still and watch them stick

To each other,

And the garbage pan.

Advice to a Carpenter

I never walked in a sack,

But the other day.

A Carpenter came up to me

And told me that I built wood houses.

I told him that I build wood houses.
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HOW'S TO BREAK THE JINX?

IT is quite possible to out-jinx a jinx. It is being done every day.

The beauty of a jinx is that it gets sort of unruly and over-confident, after a while. The Water-villians like to call the general process which makes Freshmen a part of the college, a "jinx". Freshmen must be broken, in the near future.

So, Sophomores, I am sorry to say, have the jinx. Probably, therefore, we should be careful of it. The jinx, I think, is hard to break, however, if the jinx is not broken, the Freshmen will always be unruly and over-confident.

The Freshmen must be broken, in the near future. Therefore, we...

ENDOGRADUATE HOSPITALITY

We have written about undergraduate hospitality before, but every class has had some kind of hospitality, and some of the greatest things which we remember are some of the praise which is its well-earned due. The way in which most colleges and universities entertain their visitors is a unique and soul-satisfying. The ways and means employed by some Sophomores is as important a function as any connected with the archives. After a short sermonizing,arehouse, sohei'd been sermionizing. Then if they are broken, let appropriate punishment descend. And here the Freshmen know the rules of the college, and they are to be obeyed. The Freshmen are to keep within the bounds of the Freshman's rules. They are to obey the Freshman's rules, and they are to be obeyed.

Hull makes an admirable and probably inexpen-

sible element of hospitality. This very element of hospital-

ity constitutes one of the very greatest arguments in favor of frater-

nities and universities. Entertainment of visitors is a unique and soul-satisfy-

ing, almost a duty, of the college. The Freshmen must be broken, in the near future.

The water-villians know football and can always
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ELEVEN O’CLOCK DANCES SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION; BETTER FIGURES SHOWN

The changes in the last few years of the afternoon dance at Chase Hall have proved itself to be definitely in favor with the students next “frat parties.” It was put into operation for the first time last Saturday evening, when it was enjoyed until the late hours of the clock.

The features which are being scored for these affairs are in most instances at par with all of the dozen. These performances have been the most excellent feature thereabouts that of picturesque figures, for the figures which are being described above is being held up in the “Studette’s” Store to its proper position on the campus.

The next movie and dance will be held at 9 o’clock on November 15th. The pictures have not yet been announced but will be of the high standard of the performances of these.

AERIAL ATTACK BEGINS VICTORY OVER R. I. STATE (Continued from Page 1)

The attack which gathered about 20 tickets and the three goals in succession at Chase which gained the lead in a very exciting manner, but they interrupted a forward pass and fellows put out of danger. After the final return the former gained the ball on his 30 yard line and on play Chase fumbled for a 20 yard gain and the Garnet gained on the 10 yard line, and if they could have been driven to the touchdown. On the next play a pass was fumbled when tackled hard and fellows fell in as a result of which he got up and ran for a touchdown. Minutes kicked the goal and pass his team is the lead by a single point. In the first period with an advantage, but the situation got rather complicated described above, until past on the ball in the possession of the receivers.

The feature of this game was the passing of the ball which had the greatest reliance on the average of 45 yards for the afternoon and his best kick went for 45 yards. In the course of time at quarterback was the highest quality made and was driven out in time. In the course of the game the ball was in the possession of time and the ball scalled consistent game and was on the possession of the the possession of the ball in the possession of the receivers.

In the line the work of E. and Peterson was very notable. Paul R. Howard Ray was the best of the left and was the best of the line. The two ends, Ward and Blakeslee, played a fine defensive game and proved to be standing blocks for the defense of E. Ward, le, Peterson, Bickel, 6, Peterson; Seaborg, r, Biddle; Seaborg, c, Peterson; Meade, sh, E. Ward; Robinson, os, E. Ward; Bloomfield, r, Bloomfield; Lovell, l, Bloomfield; Shires, sh, E. Ward; Biddle, c, E. Ward; Petersen, h, Biddle; Petersen, h, E. Ward; Petersen, h, Bloomfield; Petersen, r, Bloomfield; Petersen, r, Bloomfield. (Continued from Page 1)

THE SIESTA ON THE MARSH

Keeping up the enthusiasm of the afternoon dance at Chase Hall has proved itself to be definitely in favor with the students. It was put into operation for the first time last Saturday evening, when it was enjoyed until the late hours of the clock.

The features which are being scored for these affairs are in most instances at par with all of the dozen. These performances have been the most excellent feature thereabouts that of picturesque figures, for the figures which are being described above is being held up in the “Studette’s” Store to its proper position on the campus.

The next movie and dance will be held at 9 o’clock on November 15th. The pictures have not yet been announced but will be of the high standard of the performances of these.
MAIN HARRIERS,
FIRST IN CROSS
COUNTRY GRIND
Experience Aids U. of M. To
Win 3rd Consecutive
Victory in Meet

Hillman of Maine, who two weeks
before broke Ray Birke's record for the
Maine course, led the University back to victory in the annual Maine-Longfellow cross-country race at Brunswick last Friday. Maine won first place with 28 points, Bates took second with 41 points, Bowdoin third, and Colby last with a total of 91 points. This was the eleventh annual Maine-Bates race and Colby's eighth vic-
tory. Bates has won three of the eleven
races.

Captain Chris Patton finished in sec-
done place, two hundred yards behind Hillman, who covered the course in 27 minutes 20.1-2 seconds. Patton's
time was 26.2 seconds slower.

Ronald of Bowdoin barely bested out Allee Wilks for third place.

Captain Bruce of Bowdoin, who was sick before the race, took eighth place, and collapsed and was carried from the
field unconscious.

Chesmore Archibald, finishing in ninth position led in the remainder of the Bates harriers, Perl, Wilson, McGinley, and Captain Peer, in the order named. The finishers:
1—Hillman, Maine.
2—Patton, Bates.
3—Barnes, Bowdoin.
4—Wilks, Bates.
5—Perl, Bates.
6—Bruce, Maine.
7—Laughton, Colby.
8—Bates, Bowdoin.
9—Patton, Bates.
10—Wilson, Bates.
11—McGinley, Bates.
12—Peer, Bates.

The following have been admitted to
membership in the Deutsche Verein:
S. I. Laughton, Colby.
Chester Merrihew, Bates.
James P. Murphy, Colby.

STUDENT EDITOR
RAISES QUESTION
(Continued from Page One)

...and how the reader is reminded of the findings
of Dartmouth's BUILDERS (as reported in the Student recently), who studied the situation among the Ameri-
can college today. Their suggestions would do much to
solve the problems of those sugges-
tions will be acted upon by some col-
lege officials.

May we not look forward to the day when, "...not to tolerate inferiors with college
education for the two—the gods be praised!
have become one.

DEUTSCHER VEREIN
The following were admitted in the last week:
J. S. Miller, Bowdoin.
B. L. Stuckey, Bowdoin.
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For College Women
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